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AN OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR THE REDUCTION
OF PROPELLER UNSTEADY FORCES

Thomas S. Mautner
Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego. CA 92152

ABSTRACT

t Time
Based on the work or Greenblatt (1978), an enhanced optimiza. T., T, Unsteady momentstion technique for the reduction of propeller unsteady forces and T."1 Total unsteady moment for the m th harmonicthe determination of skew distributions has been developed. The T1.4 Unsteady torque for the m ti harmoniccurrent method provides an efficient propcller design tool capa- T(k Horlock's functionble of determining a variety of cubic or quadratic skew distribu- V Velocitytions, subject to constraints, which minimize the unsteady forces V, Free stream velocity or vehicle speedproduced by the various harmonic components of the input V,, Propeller blade tip speedwake. The original skew optimization method was extended to V4 Noadimensional, resultant relative velocity of bladeinclude higher order harmonics, and the original force calculation section and fluidmethod was replaced by nii-extend _version of the method W Weighting function
developed by Thompson (1976). -C ulation of forces and skew Wa Ratio W(m-1)/W(m-24)diributions associated with a reprcsentative propellcr show that x.'-12 Rectangular coordinatesacceptable reduction of unsteady forces can be obtained without it Radial position -(r-rJ)/(R-rh)having to place severe restrictions on the model constraints. X Vector in parameter space

Angle of attack of a blade elemer t
S Blade section pitch angle (radians)

NOMENCLATURE Propeller blade spacing - 21rl.'N;
Frequency

a,, b, Fourier coefficients 0 Angular velocity of the propellerA, Polynomial coefficient Phase shift - + gh
Ak Multiplicative factor Mid-Chord skew angleAr Vehicle frontal area Mid-Chord skew angle at the propeller tipc,. or c . Fourier cocticient magnitude Z ( e bZ ) ; Fluid densi
c Cc a Cavitation number based on free stream static Pressurec* Complex Fourier cocitafcient =. a,,-ib. and velocitv
C Propeller blade chord length Prvelocity
CD Vehicle drag coefficient = Dragi 4pV.Ap Propeller thrust deduction ractorCL Blade section lift cocfficient Angular coordinate in the direction of propeller rotation
Cr Phase angle -tan-(a.,'.)
CQ Torque cocfficient - Torque/ %pVrR3

N
CT Thrust coefficient , Thrust/ %pV,2 R: NTRODUCTIOND Propeller diameter
F. Cost function One current and important issue in the design of bothF2, F Unsteady side forces marine and aircraft propellers is the reduction of propulsor Sen-FO'  Total unsteady side force for the m-th harmonic erated noio.wm,,,,PUW*y,,, r designers are concerned withFP4  Unsteady thrust for the m-th harmonic the reduction of noise due to both the transmission of unsteadyG Constraint function propeller forces through shafting into the vehicle and propellerIm Imaginary part of a complex function noisne radiated into the nar and far fields. For example, thej Index taking on values - I,.....P reduction of self-noise in & marine vehicle will result in improvedJ Advance ratio - ir V,1 R sensor operation while the reduction of aircraft noise improvesk The reduced frequency - tCw/V, cabin comfort and reduces ground noise.
K(k) Sears' function N
L Lift force on a airfoil/blade section The problem considered herein is the generation ofOrder of the Propeller farce harmonic propeller noise due to mon-uniform inflow velocity fields. ThisM Momentrrorque on a blade element has been and still is an issue of research in the area of marinea Index taking On vlues -atIK propellers, and it is felt that a recmty developed method of cal-Ni Number of Propeller blades culating unsteady fore Qadspecifying skew distributions (i.e.P Number of blade elements having width ar blade sweep) for marine propellCMilsay also be aplicable in thePC Propulsiv'e coefficient = (T7hrust.- V.,/(Torquc n) design and analysis of aircraft proPeller, in particular pusherPc Penalty function propellers. -Although the sources of the ow mon-uniformitiesr Radial coordinate may be m hat different for marine d aircraft proplers,r6 Hub radius flow non-uniformities will result in t generation of unsteady
re Starting radius of the skew distribution forces and noise irregardless of the prbpeller type. For example, art Propeller tip radius propeller operating on an ax c body with appendages (aArt  Width of the j th blade element typical underwter case) exe a nm-uni1orm inlow veto-R Propeller radius city field due to the uostem appendages (for exIaple NelsonRa body radius and Fogarty, 1977) while !aairceaft prop-fa is subjected to flowRe Real part of a comsplex function non-unifolrities due so the wing installatim d ie nacelle orSt Starting slope of the skew distribution engine exhaust and a i*%her popelkr is exped s a no-54 Skew distributio slope at the propeller tip uniform flow field to th @Pem airfam geometrY (for

examples no Me , 1984; Uchultea, 19114; Metager and
Rohrbeeh, 1986; Taa and Bock 1g7).
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The generation of unsteady propeller lade forces can The velocity data used in this study was obtained
be described by consideration or a propeller opera n in the tur- from wind tunnel tests conducted in the Northrop (NORAIR)
bulent wake of a body having upsteam protube ces which subsonic wind tunnel located in Hawthorne. California (see Nel-
create wake non-uniformities which in turn result in atial and son and Fogarty. 1977). In order to obtain body drag mcasure-
temporal fluctuations of blade angle-or-attack. Thes angle-of- ments, the 0.6 scale model was strut mounted in such a manner to
attack fluctuations result in unsteady blade loadings and the gien- reduce horizontal buoyancy elTects, and the tests were conducted
cration of propeller noise, and the noise sources are character- over a Reynolds number range of 1.3-2.4xl0 per foot. The
ized by three types of unsteady force mechanisms: a) turbulence boundary layer measurements were made using a pair of pitot
injestion; b) vortex shedding; and c) bladc-rate The first two tube rakes. One rake contained four static pressure tubes and the
mechanisms typically generate continuous spectrum roadband) second rake had eight total head tubes. To avoid the efTects of
radiated noise while blade-rate forces generate di rte frc- the strut, wake measurements were made over an arc slightly
quency noise at various blade-passag: frequencies and armon- larger than 90* on the upper side of the body, and the center of
ics. This paper will address the reduction of blade-r\ noise the measurement arc coincides with the fin's trailing edge (body
which provided the original motivation for the applicat n of had four identical fins).
skew in propeller design.

The measured wake data, shown in figure 1, exhibits
An example of a non-uniform wake incident upon a the velocity excesses at the inner radii and the velocity deficits at

propeller is one generated by an axisymmetric body with append- the outer radii, produced by both viscous and potential elffc.ts.
ages. The boundary layer behind the appendage (i.e. figure I) is typically found behind an appendage on an axisymmetric body.
characterized by a complex velocity field typically having velo- The velocity excesses are due to the horseshoe vortex formed at
city excesses at inner radii and velocity defects at the outer radii the appendage/body intersection, and the velocity deficits at the
This type of velocity field has a complex harmonic -ontent distri- outer radii are due to the fin's tip vortex (see, for example, Grcc-
bution and its effect on blade-rate noise cannot be predicted Icy and Milewski, 1986).
without detailed examination of the wake and the radial distribu-
tion of propeller blade forces. Velocity fields of this type play an important part in

the design of wake-adapted propellers because the spatial varia-
Techniques are available for computing unsteady lions result in the generation of unsteady forces. The velocity

forces and skew distributions, and these methods range from data in figure I represents a time averaged, spatially varying
low-3spect ratio approximations to unsteady airfoil theory to field, and since the spatial velocity distribution is periodic and
complete unsteady, lifting-surface methods. However, since no continuous, it may be represented in terms of a Fourier scics.
method was available to systematically determine an optimum For example, the axial component of the velocity, at a position
skew distribution for the reduction of unsteady forces, the pro- (rf), can be expressed as
peller skew optimization program SKEWOPT (Greenblatt, 1978;
and Parsons and Greenblatt. 1978) was developed. SKEWOPT
determines a quadratic or cubic skew distribution using an V(ra) 2,(r) r ,-,s
optimization technique which finds the set of parameters for V. -- a L
which a user-defined linear combination of the unsteady force
and moment amplitudes are mininized. SKEWOPT was written - Re * - (r)-ib.(r) exp(iW)
for use in ship propeller design; however, the intention was that, 2 b
after minor modifications such as the inclusion of higher order
harmonic groups, it would be suitable for torpedo and submarine
propeller desiLn. Since the force calculation method in where Re( ) denotes the real part, and the Fourier ,oc-icients

SKEWOPT was not sufficiently documented, the method w are defined by

replaced, and, due to the difficulties encountered in modifying
SKEWOPT, a new program (SKEWOFT-2), patterned after - V
SKEWOPT, was written, 16(r) -J

In the following discussion, the method used in a.() : --m9ird dt(
SKEWOPT-2 for determining the optimum skew distribution for .
a propeller operating on an axisymmetric body with upsteam con- .
trol surfaces will be described. The method optimizes the skew ba(r) - -in(m#) dt
(combination of waM and rake) such that the unsteady porpoller", V.
blade-rate forces are minimized. The forward propeller of a
counterrottin propeller set will be used to demonstrate use of Since, the term a,(r) does not vary in 0, it is associated with the
the method. While the discussion nd remlts presented deal steady state thrust and torque, and the additional terms are
specifically with a marine propeller application, it is felt that the simusoidal fluctuations of the inflow velocity which produce the
method is applicable to any propeller operating in a non-uniform unseady forces and moments.
inflow velocity fld.

THE SKRW OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM PROPELLER GEOMETRY

XILOC FIELD The propeller geometry chosen for the present study is
that for the forward propeller of a counterrotatih rll ar set

In the design of wake-adapted propellers, it is impor- designed using the method developed by .elson (1 97_ 9U).

cut that the inflow velocity distribution be properly specified. The design utilized the circumferential mean, inflow velocity

The state-of-the-art in boundary hyer computations is such that field me2aured by Nelson and Fogarty (1977) and the parameters
the inflow velocity field, for a body haviog appendages located liven in table I. The propeller geometry, shown schematically in
upse ne of the prOpl-sor, should be determinei experimentally. figure , was determined using the lifting-line portion of Nelson's
Even though clrcmferentially averaged velocity profilles are suf. design method. The calculated performance pWameter for the

ie for propel design calculations, the alculation of comterromat g propeller set are given in table I while the details
unsteady for requires; that both th radial and crcumferenltil of the forward propeller geometry are given in 11b6e 1
diwibutiom of the wake be considered.
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Once the vlocity field and propeller geomery are a~determined, the problem of determining an *optimum' skew dis- L,- p&CjVijV.C,, exp(in(fnt-J)

tribution requires the formulation of a nonlinear programming . (3)
problem which includes an unsteady force calculation method. K(k,)co. l-aT(k,)sinj Ar
First, the calculation of the unsteady forces will be considered.

UNSTEADY FORCE CALCULATION METHOD v,M - L1 rJ (4)

During the skew optimization process, unsteady forces where the reduced frequency is k4 - nil %C/V,,. The lift curve

will be calculated many times, therefore, it would be desirable to slope can be determined experimentally or approximated, for

usc an efficient. inexpensive method. The original version of example, by the method or Weinig described in Wisliccnus (1965).

SKEWOPT (Greenblatt. 1978) had both a two-dimensional.
unsteady and a more time consuming lifting-line method available As the propeller rotates, blade position dependent x

to calculate the forces. To overcome both documentation and and y components of the lift vector and the moment arm are gen-
computation problems, the original SKEWOPT force calculation crated. Therefore, in addition to the thrust and torque, there are

methods were replaced by a method developed by Thompson x and y force and moment components. Also, it has been shown

(1976). His method divides the propeller blade into strips which that the only harmonics contributing to the thrust and torque are

are considered two-dimensional airfoils. Included in the method those of order mNb (some multiple of blade number). and the

are: a) the two-dimensional unsteady airfoil theories of Scars only harmonics contributing to the side forces and momcnts are
(1941) and Horlock (1968) which allow consideration of of order mNbl. Since the contributions from the different har-

sinusoidal velocity fluctuations normal and parallel to the inflow monic groups oscillate at different frequencies they should be
velocity; and b) corrections to the blade lift force due to the considered separately and doing so results in the following
presence of adjacent propeller blades. The method has been expressions for the unsteady forces and moments due to a partic-
extended to include the effects of camber using the method of ular harmonic group m.
Naumann and Ych (1973) and to calculate the total force and
moment on the propeller. A brief description of the method fol- -P
lows (for details of the method see: Thompson. 1976; Mautner. F oNbE' . [ LIO,. e " ,'" (5)

1987b; and Mautner and Blaisdell. 1987) -et

Expressions for the unsteady lift acting on a two- r
dimensional airfoil due to a periodically varying free strcam velo- T E i, (6)

city were developed by Sears (1941) and Horlock (1968). They J.t [O

assumed that the airfoil can be represented by an isolated flat
plate, and that the flow is incompressible, inviscid and irrota-
tional cxcept (Ior surcaces of distributed singularities. The airfoil (LI."P.Lob- L tob.& 2 (
is replaced by a distfibution of vorticcs. and the shed 'orticity is i-' ' s

assumed to lic on a line parallel to the unsteady free stream velo-
city. Also. the inflow %clocity and the velocity induced by the
vortex system must satisfy the boundary condition that there is F "1 - Nb rL l • (8)
no flow through the plate. Their formulation results in an 1
integral equation describing the vortex distribution, and the solu-
tion of the integral equation yields the total velocity on the plate's

surface. Using Bernoulli's equation, the pressure distribution on T(9) ~athc upper and lower surfaces or the plate arc obtained, and the T.1 - 4 i E l..AWN014)Ja ,l"04 lunsteady lift is determined from the pressure difference.

In order to apply two-dimensional, unsteady airfoil 1P +f ( ) -" (10)
theory to propellers. the propeller blade is divided into strips of Tjet 2 j.,,t,.I + UUI 4,,, r
width Ar as indicated in figure 2. Each blade element is then
treated as an isolated two-dimensional airfoil having at its mid-
point the relative velocity Vq. The velocities which determine In addition to the above forces and moments.
V,i are the propeller rotation nir . the mean axial inflow velocity Thompson's method was extnded (Mautn r. 1987b; Mautner
VI(r.0) and the down wash velocity (which for wake-adapted and Blaisdell, 1987) to include calculation of the imximum side
propellers includes induced and interference velocities). The force and bending moment. Briefly. the forces and moments are
resulting angle between flri and V4 defines the local pitch angle expressed in complex form. and, via a coordinate rotation, the
A. derived equations for the total side force and beading moment

vector trace an ellipse where the semi-major axis yields the max-
The varying axial velocity field incident upon the imum amplitude of the side force and bending moment. The

rotating blade row is resolved into components normal and paral- equations are
Il to V. .The assumption of a lightly loaded propeller is made,
the velocity fluctuations arc expressed in blade fixed coordinates
ror each n-h harmonic Component and the phase shift g F! - ' Nb E , Lm. e1' l
depends on both the skew angle # and the blade spacing is I

Adding the contributions of the gust velocities to dh l1 1-

unsteady lift. and replacing the ractor of 2P with the blade see-
lion lift curve slp to account for the additioal lift due to adj- P
Cant blades. one obtains for the lift and moment on a blade see- Vei , Nb E
lionui°..J 1 (12)

3



The subscripts I 2nd 2 used in the force and moment equations optimization search to be carried out in either a two- or three-

(5)-t : indicate the following forms of the lift and moment cqua- dimensional space.

tions The propeller skew distribution problem has now been

formulated as an optimization problem in terms of a few

1 rI__ 4J c4- geometric parmetes In ordcr to obtain a feasible propeller
t I(13) geometry, it is necessary to place some restrictions such as a

(1) maximum allowable tip skew, oft the geometric parameters In
K(k)cosa|-aiT(k,)sinO, A os~ doing so, the design problem becomes a constrained, nonlinear

optimization problem where the optimization search is restricted
to finding the set of parameters which minimizes the cost func-

[Lj. an#1tion F, while satisfying all of the constraints placed on thc prob-
lem. The constraints used are given in table 4 and are checked

(14) for violation at a given point in the parameter space using the
Smethod developed by Greenblatt (1978). The additional con-

E L [straint that the propeller blade should not curve forward has
been added.

where the index n takcs on the values mNb. mNb+I or mNb-t.
This completes the formulation of unsteady force and moment The constrained, nonlinear optimization problem is
equations. A description of the skew optimization method is represented by
given in the next section.

mit F,(_) subject to .( > 0 (17)
SKEW OPTIMIZATION MODEL

where 2 is a vector in parameter space which determines the

To determine the optimum skew distribution the skew distribution and Cj (X) describes the constraints. There arc
above rorcc calculation method was incorporated into a nonlinear many techniques for solving the unconstrained minimization
programming problem. Due to the fact that, in general. all forces problem (see Parsons, 1975): however, only a few methods attack
cannot be minimized simultaneously, a scalar cost function the constrained problem directly. One useful technique is to con-
formed from the weighted, lincr combination of the forces and vert the constrained problem into an unconstrained problem and
momcnts is minimized. The cost function F, is then use an unconstrained optimization method. This can be

accomplished with the use of an external penalty function which

4 I' W1'WF,' WJ6.'~F out Wl"OV', is added to a cost function whenever a constraint is violated (i.e.

,.) Gj) -c 0 ). The penalty function is.0, F L , .0t
Pe( .,) - F,() - A rain [mX( ). 01 (18)

where the weights, WI-1. are normalized such that their sum over j
both m and j (-._.,4) equals 1. The normalization factors (Le.
the steady state thrust and torque. P, and t, ) arc arbitrary; how- An unconstrained optimization technique can be applied to
ever, the Wj( * are chosen to Place emphasis on the suppresion of FeX ,A,). If no constraint is violated no penalty is added and
particular forces or moments. the Penalty function is the same as the cost function. Since the

penalty added is proportional to the constraint violation, the
Since F. depends upon the skew distribution, #(r), one optimization method should be forced towards a feasible region

could solve for the optimum skew distribution via a variational or where no constraints are violated. This will be the case as Iong
a-dimensional parameter optimization technique. However, a a the multiplicative factor A, is lap enough (a 1024 ); however,
more fcasible approach, and the one used here. is to use a few if A1 is too small, the search may tend toward an infeasible
parameters in describing the skew distribution and Perform an region. The optimization technique chosen for use in this method
optimization search in 3 limited parameter space. To accomplish is the Nelder-Mead simplex search method (Nelder and Mead,
this, the skew distribution is represented by either a cubic or 196) and a demiled description of the method as coded in the
quadratic distribution having a straight line section with *-0. current computer program is given by Mautner and Blaisdell
The skew distribution (see Geenblatt, 1978; Mautner and Blais- (1987),
dell 1987), iilustrated in figure 3. is described by

The computer proram which solves the above non-

#(r)mAArs+Asr2,A,.Ar or Asr2*Asr+As r, ; r < r, lnea progranming problem is an interactive program intended

r, < r < (16) for routine propeller design work. The program has an interactive
input method to scc t propetler data and optimization parame-
ters, and the program can be restarted. for example. with dif-

The skew distribution given above has five free ferent consaimnt values. In addition to the optimization mode. a
parameters ( A A, A3. A . At, r. ); however, it is more meaning. test mode is available for the calculation of unsteady orces for a
Il to the propeller desiper to use parameters that have physical given skew distbution.
maning instead of using diese polynomial coefficients. The
parsmete chosen for use in the current method are the skew at
ie propeller tip , the saing skew slope S, - 0(r,. the start- NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

bas radius r, and the skew dope at the tip S. Additionally. the
physical reswietn that #(rj-0 is made so dat the skew distri- FOURIER ANALYSIS
buton is continuous thereby reducing the nutbe of free param-
ms by one. Another neasmory restrictiot is that the sew dis. It addition to di specilcation of propeller geometry,
ribudon be samth which implies that S * Or,)/SrO if r, ri. a pramlinary ap in the calculation of unsteady rces and skew
f theme is no srilht lne section r, - N So is 0t restriced but r. diributions is a analysis of the input wake. Exe ination of die
Is fted. either am, the number of fee parameters is reduced unrAedy force equations shows a Fourr analysis of die
to da for a able distributi ad two for a qdrati distribu- wake Is rquired, and that only cermin harmnica of the input
de and rs in the tour possible sew dlstributi models wake will coaribt e di unsteady forces and mmman The

eaed i m a ) . Speefilaiom of tm mn odels M a de Pm ealysis of die enemt fou eyele wake ehws ta the
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harmonic numbers of intercst are 4. S. I2. 36 .... (all others have *2 (AB) and the cubic ,4 (F) distribution produced signit-
zero magnitude). Also, since a six bladed propeller is being used cantly less reduction in the magnitude of both the thrust and
in this example, the harmonics of concern include 6, 12. 18, 24. torque. The largest force reduction, for mNb- 12. occurs for cubic
- Thus for a six bladed propeller operating in a four cycle *3 (C) which also has a shape (figure 9) that deviates drastically
wake. the only harmonics of interest are 12. 24, 36, .... (If, for from the gencral shape of the other three skew distributions
example, a seven bladed propeller was specified, one would con- (A,B,F). The resulting shape of cubic *3 (C) points out a poten-
sider side forces due to harmonics of order mNb:: 1.) The radial tial problem with the specification of unlimited constraints. While
distribution of the Fourier coefficients and phase angles for the the method attempts to provide the skew for minimum force
l2th and 4th harmonics are given in figures 4, 5 and 6. The reduction, it may provide a skew distribution which is not feasi-
results show both the dominance of the 12th harmonic, especially ble in terms of final propeller geometry. The results of applying
in the region of r/R o < 0.5, and the rapid approach to a nearly constraints to the cubic .3 model are shown in figure 10. When
zero magnitude of the 24th and higher harmonics. For example, the starting skew slope is limited, the resulting skew distribution
the peak value of c. for the 24th harmonic is 2.5 times lower than and force reduction fall in line with the results obtained for the
the peak c. for the 12th harmonic. The phase angle distributions other models (figure 9).
(figure 6) show that the phase for the 24th harmonic is nearly
constant over radius while the phase angle of the 12th harmonic As shown by equation (15). the skew optimization
has a nearly constant Positive magnitude for 0 - r/RD < ss 0.5. it problem involves the linear combination of weighted forces. The
undergoes a sharp phase shift at r/Ra s 0.5, and then has a weights W are specified by the propeller designer and thus can
nearly constant negative magnitude over w 0.6 < r/Ra < f 0.9. be chosen to place more emphasis on the reduction of a particu-
Finally, since the harmonic numbers of concern are 1:. 24, 36, jar force in a particular harmonic group.To illustrate the effect of
.... the only forces that need to be calculated are the unsteady varying the weights W, the cubic *3 and cubic .4 models were
!hrust and torque. used. In addition to the Wj-I used in the previous calculations,

the weights were increased to S and 10 for the 12th harmonic
while maintaining WI for the 24th harmonic. The results

UNSTEADY FORCES presented in table 5 and figure I I show very little change in the
force magnitudes and the shape of the skew distributions. This

To illustrate use of the unsteady force calculation result is not surprising due to the dominance of the 12th har-
method, the 3ix bladed propeller geometry and operating parame- mnic magnitude (figures 4 and 5).
ters (tables I and 2) along with the 12th and 24th harmonic dis-
tributions were provided as inputs to the method. The calculated As mentioned previously, the original motivation for
ridia! distributions of F. and To are given in figures 7 and 2 for the introduction of skew into marine propeller design was the
the 12th and 24th harmonics. The radial distributions for reduction of both blade-rate noise and vehicle vibration. The
mNb- 12 show that regions of large forces occur in both the inner basic idea was to introduce a phase shift in the local periodic lift
and outer portions of the propeller blade. Also. there is a distinct forces over the radial extent of the blade. The phase shift should
minimum force region, located at r/R v 0.68, which coincides be specified such that the local forces, at the inner and outer
wi'h the minimum velocity defect/excess region of r, R m 0.53 radii, are acting in opposition. To illustrate the results of applying
shown in f rgure I. The forces for the 24th harmonic are signifi- the force equations to obtain a phase shift, the radial distribution
cantly lower that those for I Zth harmonic and increase in magni- of the real an imaginary parts of unsteady thrust distributions arc
rude with increasing radius. This result follows directly from the plotted in fires 12 and 13 for mNb12. The figures compare
lower harmonic magnitudes for mNb-24. Radial distributions of the radial distribution of unsteady thrust for the case of no skew
forces such as that shown in figures 7 and g provide information with the force distribution obtained using the cubic .3 (C) skew
relevant to what portion of the wake is most important in the distribution model The radial distribution of both the real and
production of unsteady forces and in the possible reduction of imaginary parts of F, demonstrate the acquisition of a phase shift
these forces by appropriate appendage/vehicle design. A detailed in the unsteady lift by the large changes in magnitude of the
comparison of the wakes behind various appendage geometries unsteady force. Due to the character of the 12th harmonic distri-
and the reulting unsteady force can be found in Maaumer bution, it is not possible to obtain a phase shift in the real part of
(1987a). Fs such that the forces at the inner and outer radii are acting in

opposition; however, the forces are acting in opposition for the
the imaginary part of F. The results in figures 12 and 13 show
that the forces are shifted from their original condition thus pro-

SKEW DISTRIBUTIONS duci& at least, some unsteady force reduction. Similar results
we obtained for the unsteady thrust ausocinte with nba2 4 and

To demonstrate the types of skew distribution which the ustedy torque (not shown here) for both the 12th and 24th
can be obtained using the current optimization method, the four harmonics.
models summarized in tables 3 and 4 were used to calculate
*optimum" skew distributions and the magnitude of the unsteady The close similarity in most of the skew distributions
thrust and torque associated with the skew distributions. To pro- (figure 9-11) indicates that satisfactory, but not necessarily
vide a reference, the magnitude of the unsteady thrust and optimum, propeller geometries can be obtained without having to
torque for the unskewed propeller was calculated. Next. each of place severe restrictions on the skew distributim model con-
the four skew distribution models, with esentially no limits on staints, However, the magnitudes of the unsteady forces and
the constraints, was specified. For example. the limit on am. moments listed in table 5 demonstrate that for an actual propeller
imum tip skew was 2v/Nb. The calculated unsteady thrust and design the effect of parameters such as skew slope and tip skew
torques are given in table 5 wh.e the reduction in form aeed to be examined closely for its effect on each harmonic
obtained for each skew distribution is represensed by F,/PI and N"u0.
T,A, w;ere the har represents the uns wed valmu The calu-
lated skew distutios re p e in fues 9-11 where the
letters correspond to the particular cases listed in uble S.

Is is clear from an eamination of the calculated form
givon in table S (cea A,. I C. F) that a slpificaN reduction of
the sM m, ussady thrt and toe wa achieved for th 24th

S'm c reprdies; 0 the skew distributen modd std. How-
eve, br the 121h harmonc, the quedrle disalbulaos el and

;&S
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Table 1. Theoretical Performance of the
Counterrotating Propeller Set

Propcllcr radius (in) R,-R 8.2
RPM RPM 1400
Propulsive coefficient PC 0.925
Thrust deduction factor T 0.141
Vehicle speed (knots) V. 43
Drag coefficient CD 0.115
Advance ratio 1 2.12
Blade surface cavitation a 0.75
Thrust coefficient CT 0.218
Torque coefficient CQ 0.137
Blade tip speed Vam/V.)p 1.731 Table 3. Skew Distribution Models.

VVP/V)A 1.604
Number of blades Nbr x Nb.A 6 x 4 Free Fixed
Hub radius (in) rh 3.44 Model Type Parameters Parameters
Body radius (in) Re 10.5 T ,

i Quadratic Ot, S. r, - r
2 Quadratic 0, r, S, -0

Subscripts - F - Forward and A -After Propeller 3 Cubic O,. S , r, = rh
4 Cubic 0'. St. r. S,-0

Table . Propeller Geometry and Operating Characteristics
Table 4. Skew Distribution Constraints

rR 4siD V/V. Constraint I Parameters

0.4344 0.0838 0.5650 0.7200 Skew Start Radius r5 r,r
0.4634 0.0897 0.5913 0.7922 ip Skew[ # < #"M
0.4924 0.0953 0.6231 0.8625 Skew At Any Radius #* _ #(r) 0.
0.5214 0.1007 0.6434 0.9297 Stan Skew Slope S..- < S.5 S.XW
0.5504 0.1058 0.6594 0.9919 Slope At Any Radius * *. <  '(r) <
0.5794 0.1106 0.6800 1.0498
0.6084 0.1151 0.7001 1.1038
0.6374 0.1193 0.7128 1.1557
0.6665 0.1231 0.7157 1.2063
0.6955 0.1266 0.7111 1.2555
0.7245 0.1296 0.7025 1.3038
0.7535 0.1321 0.6914 1.3512
0.7825 0.1339 0.6781 1.3979
0.8115 0.1346 0.6624 1.4442
0.8405 0.1333 0.6432 1.4900
0.8695 0.1293 0.6194 1.5363
0.8985 0.1214 0.5907 1.5818
0.9275 0.1090 03637 1.6257
0.9565 0.0913 0.5446 1.6688
0.9853 0.0679 0.3185 1.7115
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Table 5. Calculated Unsteady Force Reduction
and Tip Skew.

Skew Modcl mNtb- 12 mNb-.24 Skew-
(see Table 3K I T.* F. T. o W

No Skew 38.1 12.8 13.4 5.4 0.0 1

F./P' T./T.0 F./P. T./T.

No Skew 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.0 1

(A) Quadratic *1 0.70 0.55 0.17 0.07 59.6 1

(B) Quadratic *2 0.65 0.52 0.2'5 0.17 57.4 1

(C) Cubic *3 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.07 58.6 1

(D) Cubic .31* 0.31 0.21 0.14 0.11 59.7 1

(E) Cubic *3'0 0.42 0.29 0.15 0.11 59.1

(F) Cubic *o4 0.50 0.37 0.13 0.07 59.8 I

(0) Cubic *3 0.08 0.02 0.11 0.09 59.5 5

(H) Cubic *3 0.08 0.02 0.11 0.09 59.5 10

(1) Cubic *4 0.39 0.26 0.1- 0.09 59.6 5

(J) Cubic *4 0.42 0.29 0.14 0.09 59.2 10

Constraints
Tip Skew - Max -6V and -m=30
MaximumniMinimumn Skew Slopec .14
Start Radius - rb-3 .4 4 in

Notes
*Units (F)orce (thnast)-lbs, (T)orque-ft-Ibs
**Mid-chord tip skew - des

B ar indicates no skew thrust and torque
+ Starting slope constraint - -I :S S, 5 +1
.e Starting slope constraint - -025:S S, T, +0.25
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Figure 3. Definition of the Skew Distribution Model Parameters.
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